Marseille

Preface
This booklet has been intended for all the volunteers

Lexicon
Welcome/Hello: Ahlan

and interns who interact with I-Dare.

The answer for a man: ahlan bik

Its goal is to help you in your arriving to understand
our scope of work, our actions and the local life.
We are happy to collaborate with youth coming from
different parts of the world with whom we share

The answer for a woman: ahlan bikki
How are you? :

common values.

Kifac? (to a man)

Each one of you will have the possibility to

Kifec (to a woman)

developing the association and help it to have an
intercultural dimension.
We wish you the best integration among us…
Iyad & Suha

I’m fine: Tamam
Please (for ask something): Lao
samaht
Thank you : Shukran
You’re welcome: Affuan
My name is…: Esmi…
Yes: Narm / No: la
I want: Biddi
I don’t want: Ma biddi
Water: Maya / Food: Akel

Society rules
During your stay you will meet Jordanian and
discover their culture. To help you with this, here is
some information that will be useful.
“Hitch hiking” is
prohibited
You have to adopt a
good “dress code”
Don’t drink tap water
Week end in Jordan is
on Friday and Saturday
If you want to drink
alcohol it’s better to drink at home and to be
discreet. Never drink in the street!
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Yellow taxi are “private”, the whites are collective
Even if you know somebody, to say «hello" keep your
distance. (especially between man and woman)
If you stay longer than a month, you must go to the
police station during the first month
Be very careful before crossing the road even on
pedestrian crossings
Don’t throw the toilet paper in WC but in the bin

Idareorg1

.

@iDare0
www.i-dare.org
team@i-dare.org

What is I-Dare?

Location / phone numbers

I-Dare for Sustainable Development is a non-forprofit Jordanian organisation. As a social venture,
the core of I-Dare actions is based on social
marketing from early
stages of idea
development to
successful achievement
of desired impact.
I-Dare believes in youth
as the driving force

Flat

«

I Dare’s vision is to
become the medium
where youth learn dare
lead the transformation
of their lives and
societies.

towards development in

»

its comprehensive
sustainable concept where social, economic and
political dimensions are equally respected. I-Dare

Office

Shmesani, 93 Queen Noor Street
Iskan Commercial Complex,
Ground Floor

exists to be the platform for the voice and efforts of
young active citizens in transforming their societies
to achieve remarkable success in all their
endeavours.

Urjan area / Rafe' bin Hasan Street
after Haroun Al-Rasheed street
Next to Al-Mahamal Supermarket
Building number 15

Suha : 079 630 0098

Emergency : 911

Work rules

Approach

Create*: their own
initiatives/ideas and

From Sunday to Thursday we start at 9 am and

then they will be

finish at 4 pm; these times can change

able to positively

depending on our work. We are flexible!
You don’t need to wear costume
If you don’t have any idea you should find one
before coming

5 steps to make your personal project

1

Find an idea / a learnig objective

3
5

2

Talk about it with Suha &Iyad

Realize it !

Acquire*: is to provide
knowledge for youth and
necessary capacity building

Prepare a presentation support

41

ACT

Find partenaires

to empower them.

Transform
their societies

Missions

Themes

I dare ains at enabling youth to develop and lead the
positive sustainable transformation in their
communities.
We have three main objectives
To integrate social marketing as a vital tool for
creating sustainable social transformation
To unleach the potential, entrepreneurship and
creativity of youth
To enhance youth activism in political,
economic and social dimensions.

Network for social entrepreneurship project
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Environement and
sustainable developpement

